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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Computerized Application of Standards Project successfully proved

that MOST developed standards could be applied by an existing computer-aided

design system to eliminate manual application of standards. The Computer

Center, Industrial Engineering, and Production Engineering worked together to

develop a computer program to apply standards to the pipe detail work packages

for the bending, fabricating, welding, and machining operations in the pipe

shops.

The implementation of this program into the computer-aided pipe detail

design systems has resulted in improved accuracy and consistency of standards

applications. Other benefits resulting from computerized application of 

standards include: increased manhour productivity, standardization of pipe

detail part terms, capability to apply detailed standards, and the capability

for computerized transfer to the Production Scheduling and Control System.

involved

The development of the program took approximately eight months and

extensive communications between the computer programmer and the

Production Engineering pipe shop planners. This level of effort was based on

the existance of a computer-aided pipe design system Generating pipe detail

work packages and a well-established manual standards application system.

Although the transferability of the program software may be minimal, the

approach and techniques used to develop the program should be highly

transferable.
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INTRODUCTION

The Computerized Application of Standards Project provided for the

elimination of manual application of standards by integrating standards that

were previously developed using Manual MOST into existing Newport News

Shipbuilding production computer systems. The pipe shop Work Management

Manuals were developed between 1978 and 1979 using 10X Manual MOST. Since

1979, the Work Management Manuals, along with information obtained from

existing production computer systems, have been utilized by Production

Engineering personnel to manually apply standards to pipe shop work packages

for bending, fabrication, welding and machining operations. The work packages

are part of a production control system used to schedule and track the progress

of pipe details through each shop work center.

The pipe shops at Newport News Shipbuilding are divided into three

areas; Steel Pipe Shop, Copper Pipe Shop, and Nuclear Pipe Shop. This project

provided for computerized application of standards to work packages for all

three shops. Since the application-procedure is identical for all three shops,

only the

simplify

computer

Steel Pipe Shop is explained in detail in this report. This will

the report by avoiding repetitious documentation.

The pipe shops were selected for this project because of the excellent

information that was available; the costs to apply standards to the 

pipe details being generzted; and a well established manual application system

was already in existance.



PROJECT SUMMARY

Existing System

The existing manual standards application program for the pipe shops

involved interfaces between the Newport News Shipbuilding computer system,

production engineering shop planners,

applied to pipe details

packages for use by the

by Production

shop foremen.

and shop foremen. The standards were

Engineering and then organized into work

The pipe details were created from piping design drawings by a

computer-aided pipe detail manufacturing system. Two sheets were generated for

each detail: a pipe detail manufacturing record and a working drawing

of the pipe detail (Fig. 2).* The pipe detail manufacturing record provides the

following data:

●

●

●

●

●

●

how the pipe is bent: number of bends
bend radius
bend angle

layout of pipe detail: distance between center
distance been tangents
X, Y, Z coordinates

how the pipe is fabricated

end preparation required for welding

size and description of pipe and fittings

material type and part number of pipe and fittings

miscellaneous fabrication notes

The working drawing provides dimensioned views and an isometric sketch

of the pipe detail.

* There is no Figure 1.



Fig. 
2



computer

manually

the pipe

organized

the pick

After the pipe details were generated, they were sent from the

center to the production engineering shop planners. The planners

applied standards for bending, fabrication, welding and machining to

details. These standards were developed using 10X MOST and were

on a pick sheet for the planner’s use (Fig. 3). The planners used

sheets, along with the information generated on the pipe detail

manufacturing records, to set the standards for each pipe detail. Work package

folders were then established for each pipe detail. Each work package folder

included: the pipe detail manufacturing record, the working drawing of the

pipe detail, the standard hours for bending, fabrication, welding and machining

operations, the parts list, and the material schedule. The material and

scheduling information from the pipe “detail manufacturing

standard times for each work center in each pipe detail are

production scheduling and control system by the planners.

records and the,

transferred to the

The work package

folders were sent from the planners to the shop foremen who assigned them to

the mechanic as the work arrived at the shop.

This

pipe detail.

program that

project eliminated. the manual application of standards to the

The standards for each detail are now generated by a computer

interacts with the computer-aided pipe detail manufacturing

system. However, the basic flow of the work packages remained unchanged, since

the planners are still required to develop the work package folders.

Application of the work

Central System are not

addressed.

packages and the use of the standards by the Production

within the scope of this project and therefore are not



Bending

Normal I
Pipe
Size

Bending Machines
1/2" Thru 3 1/2”
4" Thru 6“
8“ Thru 12” +

MACHININS
PER PIPE END)

1 Man Operation

Nos. Straight Combination
Pipe Bevel J Bevel &
Size Operation Counter Bore

WELDING

Socket Weld Butt WeldFinange                     

CUN
Cres

FABRICATION

Fig. 3



Data Development

Before a computerized system to apply the standards could be

developed, the input data had to be standardized. The information on the pipe

detail manufacturing record iS referenced from a catalog of Pipe detail parts.

This catalog originally

descriptions of the pipe

contained the part numbers, material types, and

detail parts. For the computer program to apply the

correct standards to a pipe detail, it had to be able to use this information

to identify the parts. However, the information contained in the parts

description was not standardized; different abbreviations were used for the

same part, the placement of the part name varied in the description field, many

parts names were similar (reducer, reducing flange, reducing elbow) therefore

not

was

for

easily identifiable, etc. Without standardization of the description, it

not possible for the computer to accurately identify the parts. To provide

standardization of the catalog’s part descriptions, the size of the catalog

record was iacreased to

The type code

type, weld joint type,

include a type code.

consists of three letters used to identify the piece

and additional description of the piece (Fig. 4). The

type code allows the part to be easily identified regardless of how it is

abbreviated within the description on the pipe detail manufacturing record.

Type codes were identified for all parts already in the catalog and are

assigned as-new parts are entered into the catalog.



THERE ARE 3 LETTERS TO THE TYPE CODE. THE FIRST LETTER IDENTIFIES THE TYPE OF
PIECE, AND IS LISTED ALPHABETICALLY. THE SECOND LETTER GIVES THE WELD TYPE.
SINCE THE WELD TYPES DO NOT SPECIFICALLY MODIFY ANY ONE PIECE TYPE, THEY ARE

LISTED AS A GROUP FIRST. THE THIRD LETTER IS USED TO DESCRIBE THE PIECE.
SINCE REDUCING AND UNION ARE GENERAL PURPOSE MODIFIERS, THEY ARE LISTED FIRST.
THE REMAINING MODIFIERS ARE LISTED ON THE LINE OF THE PIECE THEY MOST
FREQUENTLY DESCRIBE.

PIECE TYPE CODES

1ST LETTER

A = ADAPTOR
B = BOSS
C

= COUPLING

E = ELBOW

F
= FLANGE

H = BUSHING
N

= NIPPLE
P

= PIPE
R

= REDUCER

S
= SLEEVE

T = T E E
U = UNION

V = VALUE

2ND LETTER

JOINT TYPE

= WELDOLET, SOCKLET,
BRAZOLET, ...

X
= CROSS

Y
= LATERAL

Z
= TRAPS

M = MISC

B = BUTT WELD
F = FLANGED
S = SOCKETT WELD
T = THREADED
Z = SIL-BRAZED
M = MIXED
N = N/A

3RD LETTER

MODIFIER

R
= REDUCING

U = UNIOIN

9 = 90 DEG RADIO
4 = 45 DEG RADIO
D

= RAISED FACE
F

= FLATFACE
O

= SLIP UN
T

= FOUNDATION

I = CUNCENTRIC
E = ECCENTRIC

M = MALE
W = FEMALE
A = ANGLE
B = BALL
C = CHECK
G = GATE
i = ELCO.

P = P TRAP
S = S TRAP
N = RUNNING TRA'
1 = 1 NODE
Z = Z NODE
3 = 3 NODE

Fig. 4



Program Development

The computer program that applies the standards to the pipe details is

a part of the computer-aided pipe detail manufacturing

Mand program for the Steel Pipe Shop are included in the

system. The flowchart

Appendix. Data in the

program has been modified to

program is divided into four

machining), which are part of

exclude company propriatory information. The

major sections (bending, fabrication, welding,

the following format:

●

●

●

●

●

●

a pipe detail is selected from the computer-aided pipe detail
manufacturing program. (A detail may be a single piece of pipe or may
include a main pipe piece with up to 25 fittings.)

all data needed to apply pipe standards is collected from the pipe detail
manufacturing system

the

the

the

the

the

bending standard times are extracted from the standards table

fabrication standard times are extracted from the standards table

welding standard times are extracted from the standards table

machining standard times are extracted from the standards table

standard time values for the pipe detail are printed



Bending Values Development

Nominal
Pipe
Size

Fig. 6

Fig. 5

Data from the pipe detail manufacturing system is used to determine

number of bends and the main pipe piece size. The standard times for

Bending are established in a matrix (Fig. 6) which is identical to the matrix

on the planner’s pick sheet. The outside diameter of the main pipe piece

determines which row is

the applicable column.

total bending value for

applicable and the number of bends required determines

The program accesses the standard time and records the

the detail.



Fabrication Values Development

Fitting information is collected and organized before the Fabrication,

Welding, and Machining values are calculated. Fitting

description, material type, and end preparation, is

computer-aided pipe detail manufacturing system where it

data, including the

taken from the

has already been used

to develop the pipe detail manufacturing record. If the pipe detail is bent but

has no fittings the program advances to the point immediately following the

lf the pipe detail has fittings,

the fabrication and welding values are determined.

Fig. 7

The input data is reviewed and the fittings are established in an

array. Fittings that are designated as having no value (e.g. O-rings, backing

rings, etc.) are flagged so they will be excluded from consideration in the



remainder of the program. These excluded fittings will be specific to each

shipyard depending on the application of their work packages. The number of

reaaining fittings is then determined by subtracting the number of excluded

fittings from the total number of fittings.

After the fitting array is set up, another array containing the

information pertaining to the joints (including end preparation) is

established. A direct correspondence exists between these arrays. The array

of joint sizes allows the program to correctly handle a number of special

situations. These situations may exist for reducing fittings, which can be 

different sizes on each end, and for bosses, branches, or weld-o-lets which may

differ in size from the piece to which they are attached. Joints that are

screwed or threaded are designated as having no value and are flagged so they

will be excluded from consideration in the program. A loop is made through the

array to identify excluded joints, joints on the main pipe piece, and fitting

joints.

Fig. 8



The next step is to loop through fitting array to check for type 

codes. Using the descriptions of the fittings in the array the type codes are

extracted from the catalog of pipe detail parts. If the fitting type code is

not in the catalog, the

created.

Another loop is

the standards for joints

divided into

generated by

the joint is

standard.

two sides,

fitting description is scanned and the type code

made through the array of fittings to determine how

at special fittings will be applied. Each joint is

based on fitting descriptions and size information

computer-aided pipe detail manufacturing systems. Each side of

analyzed to determine which side will

In a separate routine, the notes from the

record are scanned to determine if the detail has a

This note requires that a template be taken from the

the pipe detail.

outside diameter

be used to determine the

pipe detail manufacturing

“Template From Ship” note.

ship in order to construct

This operation requires that an additional value based on the

of the main pipe piece be added to the fabrication total.



Fig. 9



The fitting outside diameter, description, end preparation, and type

code are used to determine the fabrication values from the matrix (Fig. 10).

The outside diameter of the fitting determines which row of the matrix is

applicable for an operation. Each column is checked until the correct fitting

type is found. All the fittings for the detail are looped through and the

standard time for

fabrication total.

each fabrication-activity is added to the overall detail

FABRICATION

Fig. 10

The pipe shop especifications require that brazing be included in the

fabrication step. The end preparation required for each fitting is checked to

removed so the joint will not be considered in the welding section of the

program. The brazing standard times are added to the fabrication total for

each detail.



Welding Values Development

The welding values are determined joint by joint, they are not looped

through an array like the fabrication values. The outside diameter of the

piece at the joint determines which row of the matrix (Fig. 13) is applicable

for an operation. Before the welding values are determined, flags are set to

keep track of the first weld of each weld type. This is necessary because the

first joint requires preparation and set-up time.

I

Fig. 11





The end preparation requirements are checked to make sure that the

fitting requires welding and to determine the joint type. The type of fitting

is checked to determine the column section of the matrix (Fig. 13). If the

fitting is a boss or flange the standard time from the matrix is selected

according to size, regardless of the joint type. Other fittings are selected

according to the joint type and material type. The standard time for each

joint is determined and the welding value for the detail is incremented joint

by joint.

Fig. 13



Machining Values Development

MACHINING
PER OIOE END

1 Man Operation

Nos. Straight Combination
Pipe Bevel J Bevel &

Fig. 15

Fig. 14

end preparation required for a

welding it is included within

considered a spearate operation

the

for

welding section of the program but is

standards application.



The machining

the welding involved.

whether a butt weld or

required

If the

a socket

for each joint is based on the fitting type and

fitting is a flange, it must be determined

weld is required. If a socket weld is required

for a flange end prep, no machining value is applied. If a butt weld is

required for a flange end prep, the machining value is applied. If the fitting

is a boss, the drilling value is added to the machining value directly after

the welding value for bosses is added to the welding total.

The machining values for the other joints are based on the type of

welding required. If a socket weld is required, no machining values are

applied. If a butt weld is required, the machining value is for the time spent

to bevel the end of the pipe prior to welding. Therefore, a machining value is

not applied if the joint is a fitting to fitting joint.

The outside diameter of the-piece determines which row of the matrix

(Fig. 15) is applicable for an operation. The column is determined by the type

of machining operation required for particualr weld types. According to

Newport News Shipbuilding specifications, the Combination J Bevel & Counter

Bore is used only on one particular weld type, all other operations use

Straight Bevels. The machining values for each operation are determined and

added to the machining total.



Fig. 16      



Before the value totals are printed, the pipe details without fittings

are checked for fabrication requirements. If a “Template From Ship” is

required, the value for additional set-up time is designated as part of the

fabrication value.

Next, the end preparation-requirements are checked to determine if a

templated end is left on either end of the main pipe piece. This templated end

consists of addditional length at the end of the piece of pipe that can be cut

to fit the work already installed on the ship. If there is a templated end,

then that end of the pipe is not prepared and a machining value is not applied.

If there is not a templated end, then either one or both ends of the piece may

require butt weld end preparation. If the end preparation is required, flags

are set so that machining values will be applied.

If the pipe is bent, the end preparations are checked. If butt weld

end preps were not required and a specified cut length on a non templated end

was not specified then the program advances to print out the standard values.

If butt weld end preps were required then the set-up value is added to the

fabrication total and the machining total. If the pipe is not bent, the set-up

value is added to the fabrication total and any required machining values are

added to the machining total.



Print Out

Fig. 17

After the bending, fabrication, welding and machining values are

determined, the total value for each operation on a detail is written to a

file. This record also includes administrative data, drawing numbers, and the

pipe detail identifier. A utility sort function is performed to sort the file

by detail identifier. A print out of the details, with the standard time

values, is provided to the planner when developing the work packages (Fig. 18).





After the development of the standards application programs was

completed, the programs were tested for completeness and accuracy. Testing was

accomplished by comparing the standard time results from the program with those

applied manually by the planners. A  cross section of drawings were tested in

this manner until the results were consistently correct.

When the

applied standards,

computer applied standards were compared to the manually

the computer application proved more accurate in many cases

than manual application. The program also identifies input data errors and

will not attempt to calculate the standards with incorrect data. A data error

message is printed with the pipe detail so data corrections can be made.

After the testing was complete,

use. The application of the program and

the program was put into production

the interfaces with other computer

programs were closely monitored for any adverse

been told to notify the computer programmer if

received.

effects. The planners have

any unusual results are



BENEFITS

This project successfully proved that MOST developed standards could

be applied by an existing computer-aided design system to eliminate the manual

application of standards. Computerized application of standards has resulted

in improved:

● accuracy

● consistency

● productivity

Preliminary results

approximately equal

indicate that the costs for computerized application are

to the costs for manual application. There are several

reasons why both application processes appear to result in equal costs.

●      The standards application pick sheets were designed for ease of manual
application.” The detail of the standards were compromised so they could
be categorized for easier application.

●     The planners are organized into specialized groups according to the
standards application pick sheets. Therefore, over a period of time,
each planner becomes highly skilled and proficient in standards
application within his areas.

•  The computerized application costs are temporarily high since this
program was ritten to be combatable with a new computer system and not
most efficient under the existing system. A system changeover is
occuring which will reduce costs.

Benefits resulting from the computerized application of standards include:

• Increased manhour productivity
The manual application of standards has beta eliminated resulting in
edditional time for the planners other work. Computer costs do not
directly correspond to manhour costs.

Improved accuracy and consistency
The computer is not prone to fatique and mistakes present in manual
application.



●       Standardization of pipe detail part terms
The capabilities of the existing computer-aided pipe detail manufacturing
system is expanded by being able to accurately identify parts.

● Capability to apply detailed standards
The standards are currently used as targets by the pipe shops. If more
detailed standards were required, the matrices on the application pick
sheets would be expanded, making it difficult for manual application.

● Capability for computerized transfer to the Production Scheduling and
Control System



CONCLUSIONS

This project successfully proved that MOST developed standards could

be applied by an existing computer-aided design system to eliminate manual

application of standards. Computerized application of standards proved

superior to manual application and particularly beneficial if concerned with

accuracy, consistency, and application of detailed standards.

The development and implementation of the program was also beneficial

for Newport News Shipbuilding since it forced the standardization and upgrading

of input data and other programs within the computer-aided design system.

The transferability of this program depends on the computer-aided

design systems and standards application processes in use. Due to the

company-oriented nature of these systems and processes, the transferability of

the actual program software is probably minimal. However, the approach and

techniques used to develop this program should be highly transferable. This

information should reduce the time and effort required to develop the program.



APPENDIX





● ESTABLISH FITTING VALUES IN AN ARRAY
● LOOP THROUGH THE ARRAY  OF FITTINGS 
- Set SHOPJT = -1 to skip fittings that

will not be assigned values
(e.g. O-rings, backing rings)

- Count number of timed fittings

● ESTABLISH JOINT VALUES IN AN ARRAY
● LOOP THROUGH THE ARRAY OF JOINTS
- Set SHOPJT = 9999 if joint on main

pipe piece
- Set SHOPJT = 1 or 2 for all fitting joints
- Set SHOPJT = O if joint not a part of 

this detail or is screwed or threaded

● LOOP THROUGH THE ARRAY OF FITTINGS TO CHECK TYPE CODES
- Make sure every timed fitting has a type code. If a

type code does not exist, create one from the
fitting description

- Check fittings with "miscellaneous” type codes to
determine if they are welded like a boss. If so, set
type code to “boss”.

- Extract fitting size from description

I

● LOOP THROUGH THE  ARRAY OF FITTINGS TO CHECK FOR SPEEIAL
FITTINGS
- Joints may be divided into two sides but only one

side of the joint will be timed. Set joint to be timed
to SHOPJT = 2 and other side of joint to SHOPJT = 1

I

YES ADD VALVE
TO FTOTAL

NO

I



USE SIZE OF FITTING TO
CHOOSE ROW FROMl FABRICATION
MATRIX

ADD VALUE ADD VALUE
TO FTOTAL TO FTOTAL

NO

D

















P1420 01 11-20-84 14.902 SUB. GETCOD(K)--STA25PI -- EXTRACT TYPE CODE FROM THE DESCRIPTION LABEL (GETCOD PAGE 6

TRANSFERS. . . .

TO LINE# FROM LINE# TO LINE# FROM LINE# TO LINE# FROM LINE# TO LINE# FROM LINE# TO LINE# FROM LINE#

176 151 169 162 163 155 152
152

140
120 147 154

152
143

121

139
131

116
138

136 117
143

132
135

128 105
98 83 98

24 100
79 98

88
75 98 71 98 67

98 63 98 59 98 55
98 94

98 49 98
95 92

34
89 40 84 81

76 73 72
80 77

69 68 65 64 61 60
— ---

57
56 53 50 43 41 37 38 38

RETURN 179
35 31































P1420  01 11-20-84 14.899 SUB. STDTIM(TEMP, ADl, ADN) -- STA25Pl -- CALCULATE STD. TIME VALUES LABEL STDTIM PAGE 25 I

2 GETOD 71
44.12 GRNO FITTING______ 57  1177

33 HRTEMP STDHRS 62 63 654
265 HULL FITTING 57 1177 

2157 1 . DATA. 199 200 201 202 542 543 547 549 609 610 612 I
467   IABN     FITING 66 78 287 291
2223 IARG DATA, 66 449 450 451 452 453 541 542 548 550 608 609 6 1 3  ‘ -

887 890 922 925 930 933 938 941 974 977 982 985 990
993 997 1003 1004 1023 1024 1032 1126 1127 1128 1132 1133 1134

2338 IBT DATA 64 1141 1144 1177
36 IDES FITTING 57

2336 IFT  .DATA, 64 1159 1162 1177
2335 IMT .DATA, 64 1150 1153 1177
2165 IND .DATA, 230 2_5_3_ 260 262 270 _273 276 321 351 352 397 __405 4 2 4  

425 428 429 470 471 480 481 509 510 514 515 516 517
528 529 560 500 587 601 602 624 638 689 692 719 720
752 753 773 785 825 826 1038 

2221 INDCEN DATA    66    425    429 471      475 476 481 495 498 499 5015 0 0  689
690 692 693 698 703 704 705 706

2170 INDEND .DATA, 66 253 262 270 351 352 424 426 428 430 435 438 439
440 441 445 446 449 450 451 459 460 470 473 474 478

480          482 487 490 491 492 493 528 529 560 601 602 7 5 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
753 825 826

323 IPEC FITTING 57 257 328 , 412 594 663 818
4407 IPOINT FITTING 57 308 I I

16 IPREP 1068 1069 1070 ‘ 1071 1072 1073 1074 1075 1076 1077 1078 1079 1085
1086 1087 1088 1089 1090 1091 1092 1093 1094 1095 1096 1127 1133

2175 IPTA ,DATA, 287 291 308
2235 IWSIZE .DATA,  66     788 789 790 791 792 793 794 795 796 797 798 799

800 801           802 803     804 806 808 809_ 810 8 3 1  
2340 IWT .DATA. 64 1170 1173 1177
2173 J .DATA, 262 263 270 271 290 291 292 294 295 299 300 301 307

308 352 353 356 362 363 365 367 529 530 535 536 538
539  541  545  546  547  840 549 550 561 573
605      606    608   753

574                                602                      603                                                                    
754 757 758 826 827 832

871 875 877 881 960 1024 1027 1028 1029 1030 1188 1189
2202 JJ .DATA. 333 342 394 560
1352  JTFIT

561 562 563 564 565 556
.DATA,           72 263 271 449 541 608

1155   JTOD .DATA. 72       450 459 473 475 514 516 538 547 549 573 8 3 4  
— — -

1027
1028 1029 1030

760 JTSAME .DATA. 73 451 460 474 476 515 517 539 548 550 574 832
2237 JTSIZE .DATA.    72_ 831 635 836 837 838_ 839 840 841 842 843 844 845

846 847 848 849 850 851 852 853 854 855 856 857 897
997 1026 1027 1028 1029 1030 1032 1119 1120 1121 1122 1123 1128
1134

2167 K .DAT A           252 253 256 257 271 273 278 280 283 285 286 287 289
290 296 297 298 300 301 309 310 326 328                                               331 333 337
349 351 382 397 410 412 415 420 452 453 457 458 465
466 473 474 475 476 506 514 515 516 517 523 538 539
543 553 559 570  580  592 594 597   599 601    610 612     613
617 618 624 661 663 666 669 671 684 710 716 729 735
741 752 761 773 816 818 821 825 886 895 896 919 920
971 972 1038

22 KOMPCH 257          294 295          296     297 328 3 3 7 349 360 365                                                 371 372 373
374 375 376 377 412 420 426 430 465 466 478 482 506
559 594 599 663 684 690 693 710 716 729 735 741 757
761 818 873 875 886 895 896 905 906 907 908 909 910
911   912         913  914 919 920 947 948              953                                                         956                          957                954 955

971 972 1008 1009 1010 1011 1012 1013 1014 1015 1016 1017









P1420 01

005535
005535
005535
005535
005535

11-20-84 14.899 SUB. STDTIM(TEMP, AD1, ADN) -- STA25PI -- CALCULATE STD. TIME VALUES LABEL STDTIM PAGE 21

1181 & 5A4, 18X, A2, ‘/’, Al, 17X,
1182

00011810
&       4(14))  00011820                                                                

1183 c 00011830
1184 c 00011840
1185 c 00011850

025535 1186 IF (NF ,EQ. O) GO TO 9990 00011860
005537 1187 c ZERO OUT SHOPJT ARRAY FOR NEXT TIME THROUGH 00011870
005540 1188 DO 9900 J=1, MAXINO 00011880
005543 1189 9900 ,SHUPJT(J)=O- 00011890
005344 1190 c 00011900
005552 1191 9876 FORMAT(V) 00011910
005552 1192 c 00011920
005552 1193 9990 RETURN 00011930
003556 1194 END
(****W 1470 EQUALITY OR NON-EQUALITY COMPARISON MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL IN LOGICAL IF EXPRESSIONS

00011940

(****W 7 MEMORY EXPANDED. USE SLIMITS OR CORE= OPTION FOR NEXT RUN









GO

BE

TO 2385 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

SOCKET WELDS,  IF  SO,  SKIP MACHINING STEP. 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0

































WRITE TO FILE WITH ADMINISTRATIVE
DATA (DWG. NO., DETAIL, ETC. )
WITH ALL TIME VALUES

PRINT REPORT
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